Stages is a monthly support group, started by a lung cancer patient, for lung cancer patients and caregivers to discuss their successes, challenges and hopes.

**WHEN**
Third Tuesday of every month
5:30 – 7 p.m.

**WHERE**
(IT’S VIRTUAL!)
https://ukth.zoom.us/j/81049757741

**FACILITATOR**
Mandy Hatfield, MSW, CSW, UK Oncology Social Worker
Scott Kindred, Lung Cancer Survivor
859-218-6690
miranda.hatfield@uky.edu

**FEATURING**
October: Ralph Zinner, MD – *Introduction to lung cancer and treatment possibilities*
November: Robert Slocum, M.Div., PhD – *Narrative medicine through the cancer journey*
December: Rachel C. Miller, MS, RD, CSO, LD, Oncology Dietitian – *Nutrition ideas for during and after treatment*
January: Maureen Rigney, GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer – *Supportive resource connection*
February: Ralph Zinner, MD – *Immunotherapy and chemotherapy: Discussing the basics*
March: Mandy Hatfield, MSW, CSW, Oncology Social Worker – *Psychosocial support and financial guidance through the cancer journey*